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Double hook – 
For even more security!
New autoLock AV3 M4 automatic locking system.
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autoLock AV3 M4 -  
more substantial locking of external 
doors and higher break-in protection
Winkhaus developed this new mechanical version with additional hooks for different 

markets. It supplements the popular range of AV3 security door locking systems.

Locked immediately without a key

The useful benefits of the user-friendly systems include the keyless immediate  

locking process: Once the door is pulled open, the autoLock AV3 locks automatical-

ly, securely and tightly, without having to be locked again with a key. The automatic  

multi-point locking system is VdS Class B certified. Its locking deadbolts  

with claw action give external doors high resistance to burglary. Resistance class 2 

can be achieved in the standard design M2 when fitted with correspondingly stable 

door elements, in the new M4 version with additional security bolts, RC3 can even be 

achieved.

Long-lasting comfort

The AV3 hooks with combined sealing elements make for a smooth yet strong seal. 

This helps to avoid energy losses and draughts. Wich also improves living comfort. 

Even after years, the doors still close reliably, as the system effectively counteracts 

warping.

The comfortable locking mechanism is controlled by a central magnetic trigger. This 

makes unsightly scuffs and scratches on the frame or keeps from latches or the trac-

er pin a thing of the past. The integrated fail-safe function also helps to protect the 

surfaces: It prevents the door from slamming shut when the hooks are extended  

unintentionally.

Unique one-handed operation

Winkhaus’ innovative daytime latch also helps make the AV3 lock one of the most 

popular fittings for external doors. It enables easy mechanical activation with a  

single action and holds the door open for a brief time, much  like a conventional elec-

tric door strike. Winkhaus offers the latch as an easy to operate one-handed module. 

The daytime latch can be optionally activated with one actuation. It can also be used 

for other Winkhaus multi-point locking systems. 

 

 

 

Advantages

+ Automatic locking by means of magnet technology

+ Improved safety thanks to 4 locked hooks

+ Improved seal via two independent sealing elements

+ Easy unlocking via handle or locking cylinder

+ Compatible with other Winkhaus products

+ Magnetic trigger and daytime release can be retrofitted
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